WEN-CHEN CHEN MEMORIAL SERVICE
SEPTEMBER 11, 1981

WE HAVE MET HERE TODAY TO MOURNE A COLLEAGUE. THIS COLLEAGUE, WEN-CHEN CHEN, HAD HIS LIFE STOLEN FROM HIM BEFORE HE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO REACH THE FULL HEIGHTS WHICH HIS ABILITIES MADE POSSIBLE. TO THOSE OF US WHO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE LONGER, WHO KNOW THE SWEETNESS OF LIFE AS WELL AS ITS BITTERNESS, HIS DEATH IS PARTICULARLY TRAGIC.

OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHIES GO TO HIS WIFE AND HIS CHILD WHO MUST REMAKE THEIR LIVES IN HIS ABSENCE. IT SHOULD ALSO BE NOTED, HOWEVER, THAT WHEN A SCHOLAR DIES BEFORE HE HAS HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO UTILIZE HIS FULL CREATIVE POWERS, THE WORLD IS ALSO DEPRIVED OF THAT KNOWLEDGE.

THUS, WE ARE ALL POORER IN SOME WAY FOR THE DEATH OF OUR COLLEAGUE. HIS DEATH ALSO SERVES TO REMIND US ONCE AGAIN OF THE FRAGILITY OF HUMAN LIFE AND OF THE TEMPORARY NATURE OF OUR EXISTENCE. THUS, WE SHOULD ALL REDEDICATE OURSELVES TO THOSE OBJECTIVES THAT WE HOLD IMPORTANT IN OUR EXISTENCE AND WE SHOULD ALL ONCE AGAIN EXAMINE OUR LIVES TO SEE IN WHAT WAYS WE CAN HELP MAKE THIS UNIVERSITY - THE ORGANIZATION WHICH SHELTERED AND HELPED HIM GROW - INTO A MORE EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION.

WE MUST LOOK INTO THE NATURE OF SOCIETY AND SEEK THE WAYS IN WHICH WE CAN HELP CREATE SOCIETIES IN WHICH THE BRUTALITY OF MAN CAN BE REDUCED. WE MUST FIND WAYS IN WHICH INDIVIDUALS CAN LIVE THEIR LIVES TO BENEFIT ALL HUMAN BEINGS. WE MUST HAVE SOCIETIES THAT CAN REMAIN Viable WHILE NURTURING FREE THOUGHT,
FREE DISCUSSION AND FREEDOM OF ACTION.

Wen's death is a symbol to the need to rededicate the energies of all Americans to fight for a democratic way of life for all of mankind. Death brings home again the meaning of John Donne's thoughts in "For Whom the Bell Tolls." All of us have died a little with his death because we know that had we been in his shoes, had we had his life, we would have felt as strongly about human rights and self-determination and self-government as he. It takes very little imagination to know that under those circumstances, his death symbolizes our own.

The sadness of this occasion can easily overwhelm us, but we must not let it do so. We must pledge ourselves to continue to fight to unravel the mystery of his death. We must fight to see that those responsible for his death are punished, and we must dedicate ourselves to action that will prevent other Taiwanese who believe as Wen did from suffering his fate.

Long ago, on another occasion, the creators of America "pledged their sacred honor" for the cause of freedom. Those of us who were colleagues of Wen's can do no less. We must pledge our sacred honor to produce a society in America where people from any country, whether citizens of the U. S. or not, can live in real freedom. Intimidation which robs a person of freedom of action must be eliminated. Finally, we must
pledge ourselves to fight for the elimination of the Police State that now exists in Taiwan. We must become a part of this fight for independence that a small number of Taiwanese are now making as a part of the tribute to a colleague who was murdered for believing in democracy.